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Figure 1: 3D models and close-up photos of our controllers at diferent states.

ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Ubiquitous computing systems rely on ubiquitous methods to sense
user interactions, which have manifested in our daily environments
as physical buttons, switches, sliders, and beyond. These conventional controllers are either wired, which eliminates fexible deployments, or powered by batteries that require user maintenance. Additionally, built-in wireless communications such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
and RFID add up to the total cost. All aforementioned constraints
prevent truly ubiquitous interactions from intelligent environments
such as smart homes, industry 4.0, precision farming, and a wider
range of Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications. We present CubeSense, a wireless and battery-free interactive sensing system which
encodes user interactions into radar cross section (RCS) of corner
refectors. Through careful designs of corner refector mechanisms,
CubeSense achieves robust accuracies with controllers made of
ultra-low-cost plastics and metal flms, resulting in a total cost of
around only 20 cents per unit.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous computing relies on ubiquitous interactivity through
which users can easily provide input to computing resources. From
remotes and controllers, to digital devices such as smart thermometers and doorbells, conventional controls have widely existed and
have provided users swift and tangible controls in their environments. To power these conventional controllers, wires and batteries
have been the most straightforward approach, and yet wire connection means infexible installation, while batteries demand user
efort for maintenance. Additionally, wireless communications of
these controllers powered by digital transceivers such as Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth contribute to the cost. All the above constraints add up to
the deployment and maintenance cost of these controllers, making
it challenging for truly ubiquitous deployments at scale.
In response, researchers have been exploring alternatives to
build ubiquitous controllers with little efort to deploy and maintain.
Prior work has investigated harnessing power from user interaction
[8, 33], and environment [29, 40]. It is also possible to leverage
refector mechanisms to encode information in wireless signals,
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which has been demonstrated by backscatter systems with RF waves
[10, 25] and light [35].
In this work, we propose a new sensing technique based on RF
refection with corner refector based mechanisms. We designed a
variety of controllers based on these mechanisms, which encode
user interactivity (e.g., button press, switch toggle, slider position,
knob rotation) into RCS, in a battery-free and component-free
manner. These controllers can be sensed remotely, and cost only a
few cents per unit. More importantly, they do not require users to
exchange batteries and demand little efort to maintain.
To achieve this, we frst ran a series of simulations to verify a set
of sensing principles. We then designed several controller mechanisms based on these principles, and used a 24GHz FrequencyModulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar to measure their RCS
in our proof-of-concept system. We conducted a preliminary study,
which shows promises with an average accuracy of 91.8% for discrete controllers (i.e., buttons and switches), and 73.3% for continuous controllers (i.e., sliders and knobs). Finally, we conclude this
work with discussions around example applications, limitations,
and future work.

2

RELATED WORK

CubeSense mainly intersects with two groups of prior work: 1)
sensing approaches that enable interactivity at a room-scale, and 2)
interactive sensing with RF refection.

2.1

Room-Scale Interactivity

Allowing users to control computing resources within their environments in a ubiquitous manner has long been sought after.
There have been smart home products that allow users to install
wireless battery-powered sensors for interactions with much deployment fexibility (e.g., TI SensorTag [5] and Notion [3]). Recent
success in open-source hardware (e.g., Arduino) has facilitated
hobbyists and makers to create custom remote controls for smart
home applications. In the research domain, people leveraged mobile
devices like smartphones and smartwatches for room-scale interactivity [24, 32, 37]. More relevant to our approach are previous
systems that feature deployed sensors, such as cameras [19, 34],
UWB transceivers [20], RFID [15, 25, 27], capacitive sensors [41, 42],
and acoustic sensors [13, 14].

2.2
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tags to detect user touch. Finally, Iyer et al. [17] use Wi-Fi backscatters to create a wealth of wireless sensors such as buttons, sliders,
knobs, and many more.

3

SENSING PRINCIPLE

Radio frequency (RF) waves refect like other electromagnetic waves
(e.g., light) when they encounter changes of mediums. In theory, the
larger the conductivity diference between transmission mediums,
the better their boundary refects, which is why conductive surfaces
(e.g., metal sheets) are optimum RF refective surfaces among common everyday materials such as plastic, wood, drywall, and human
body. When formed into special geometries, conductive materials
can even refect incoming RF waves back to their sources. This
retro-refectivity is important for many RF sensing applications
such as communication [12], localization [18], and calibration [7].
These special geometries often consist of two or three mutually perpendicular plates (i.e., corners) which a range of incidence waves
hit in sequence, and exit in a reverse direction, resulting in strong
RF refections [1, 9]. Figure 2(a)illustrates this phenomenon.
Radar Cross Section (RCS) is a measure of echo ability of targets
in radar systems [22]. Interestingly, the magnitude of RCS is not
only related to the physical area of corner refectors. Within three
surfaces of corner refectors, only a specifc region, called efective
aperture area works for three refections. The amount of refected
RF energy, or RCS is proportional to the magnitude of this efective
aperture area. When the trihedral corner refector is illuminated by
the radar at the boresight (i.e the symmetry axis), it often has the
largest efective aperture area and therefore yields peak RCS. We
recommend prior work [9, 11, 21, 23, 26] for more details. In short,
the RCS of a corner refector is a function of its material, geometry,
and orientation (both azimuth ϕ and elevation θ ). Additionally,
occlusions between a radar and a corner refector could result in
changes on the RCS measurements.

Interactive Sensing with RF Refection

Closer to CubeSense on the technical front, are previous systems
that sense radio frequency refection for interactivity. RF sensing
provides a practical path to wide-area interactive sensing with its
commonly compact form factor and non-invasive sensing modality.
Prior work has leveraged RF refection of of human bodies to detect
postures [6], identities [16], and even emotions [43]. It is also possible to use RF refectors to enhance sensing performance (i.e., range,
resolution, modality, and beyond). For example, Project Soli [28]
frst demonstrated practical applications of RF based microgesture
detection. Yeo et al. [36, 38, 39] leveraged millimeter wave radars
to identify tokens for tangible interactions, and objects for a wide
range of context-aware applications. MechanoBeat [30] transforms
mechanical energy from object uses into unique oscillations of RF
refectors for activity recognition. LiveTag [10] uses chipless Wi-Fi

(a) Square trihedral corner refector

(b) Sample points around the boresight

Figure 2: (a) With a square trihedral corner refector, incident RF rays are refected three times and returned back to
the source. ϕ and θ are azimuth and elevation angle respectively. Boresight is aligned with the symmetry axis of the refector. (b) Each circle comprises points that, with the origin,
form vectors that share a same ofset angle to the boresight.
We averaged measurements across each circle for each ofset
angle in the simulation section.
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(a) RCS changes with material

(b) RCS changes with size

Figure 3: Mono-static RCS of a simulated square trihedral
corner refector across (a) material and (b) size.

In this work, we leverage these factors to encode user interaction
with the magnitude of RCS. In fact, small changes in any of the
factors around optimum conditions will result in signifcant changes
in RCS. For example, rotating a corner refector with its boresight
pointing to a radar by a 10° elevation angle would result in a 50%
reduction on RCS. Specifcally, CubeSense encodes user interactions
with four factors which include material, size, incidence angle, and
occlusion.
To verify our sensing principle, we ran a series of simulations
with CST studio [2]. Specifcally, we simulated a corner refector
made of 5cm perfect-electric-conductor (PEC) squares and plotted
its refectance to excitement plane waves (24GHz). In these simulations, we varied the aforementioned factors of the corner refector
with a range of parameters, and kept track of the resulted monostatic RCS. Next, we describe the simulation setup and results in
detail.
Material We investigated six materials with a 1mm thickness:
PEC, aluminum, paper, wood, plastic, and rubber. We conducted a
measurement same as the ones in the previous two investigations.
Figure 3(a)shows the RCS changes, which are relative values to
70dBsm. This result confrms that metal materials have much higher
RCS than non-metal materials with an average RCS improvement
of 33.7dBsm.
Size The physical size of the corner refector is determined by
the sizes of its three surfaces. To simulate size changes on corner
refectors, we varied the edge dimension from 3 to 10cm with a 1cm
increment). With each size, we measured the RCS at the boresight,
and the 10°, 20°, 30° ofset angle (Figure 2(b)). Figure 3(b)shows that
larger corner refectors always have higher RCS than smaller ones
over all incidence angles.
Incidence angle As mentioned before, RCS of corner refectors are highly dependent on the incidence angle of RF waves. We
consider RCS changes with incidence angle around the boresight.
Specifcally, we measured the RCS at the boresight direction, and
averaged the measured RCS of directions with a same ofset angle,
ranging from 5° to 30° with a 5° increment. Figure 4(a)shows the
RCS variation with incidence angle. The average RCS continuously
decreases with incidence angle deviating from the boresight, which
results in a dynamic RCS range of around 15dBsm.
Occlusion Finally, to investigate RCS change with occlusion, we
built a model with a fat PEC plate perpendicular to the boresight.
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(a) RCS changes with angle

(b) RCS changes with occlusion

Figure 4: Mono-static RCS of a simulated square trihedral
corner refector across (a) angle and (b) occlusion.

We varied the open area to the incident RF rays by translating the
PEC plate and measured the RCS with the same set of incidence
angles as ones in the size investigation. The results can be seen in
Figure 4(b). We found that the RCS decreases with the occlusion at
all incidence angles except the boresight. This result suggests the
use of RF scattering geometries or absorbing materials to attenuate
refection at the boresight in our system implementation.

4

DESIGN SPACE OF CUBESENSE

We know there are signifcant factors that change RCS of corner
refectors. Our next task is to design mechanisms that encode user
interactions with these factors. We designed two types of controllers
with discrete states (e.g., buttons and toggle switches) and continuous states (e.g., light dimmers and temperature knobs). Figure 1
shows these controllers.
There are two principles we leveraged in the design of corner
refector mechanisms. In the frst principle, we treat the corner
refector as a whole. For example, we can occlude the corner refector to invalidate its original geometry (i.e., toggle switch). We
can also rotate the corner refector to change the angle of incidence
(i.e., knob). In our second principle, we change only one surface
of the corner refector through, translation (i.e., button and slider)
and rotation (i.e., rocker switch). The change of one surface with
regard to the other two leads to changes in the efective refective
area, which manifests as RCS changes. Based on these two principles, we designed several proof-of-concept mechanisms to encode
user interactions into RCS of corner refectors. To fabricate these
controllers, we 3D printed their base structures out of PLA and
stuck 0.1mm aluminum foils to inner surfaces to enhance their RF
refectance. We describe their designs in detail as follows.
Toggle Switch One straightforward approach to change RCS of
the corner refector as a whole is occluding it with RF scattering
geometries. As an example, we made a toggle switch based on this
mechanism. The two switch states are established by positioning
the occlusion plate – RF waves are either scattered by the plate
(low RCS) or retro-refected by the corner refector (high RCS).
Knob We made a knob leveraging the RCS change caused by the
rotation of corner refectors. Specifcally, we used a pair of bevel
gears to translate a knob’s rotation into a corner refector’s rotation.
When the incident RF waves are aligned with the boresight of the
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refector (ϕ=45°, θ =54.7°), the refection is the strongest. As a user
turns the knob, its RCS decreases as the corner refector rotates.
Push Button In this example, we leveraged the translation motion of one surface on the corner refector to make a button, which
also features a latching mechanism. The efective refective area to
the radar is determined by the position of the movable surface. The
RCS of this button is higher when the button is pressed down (on
state), than when it is at the neutral position (of state).
Slider Similarly, we can leverage the translation of a corner
refector surface in other directions. In this example, we made a
slider which controls the horizontal movement of a surface. When
the surface slides away, RF refective material is replaced by plastic
and air, which do not refect RF waves as much as the metallic
surface. As a result, the RCS decreases as the slide distance increases.
Rocker Switch Finally, it is also possible to tilt a surface. We
designed a louver-inspired mechanism with two tiltable plates forming up one surface of a corner refector. As the plates tilt with the
switch, the three-surface perpendicularity is invalidated, resulting
in signifcant RCS decreases.
So far, we have demonstrated fve designs to build controllers
with discrete and continuous states based on factors that afect
RCS of corner refectors. Of course, there are more ways to encode
user interactions with these factors beyond the designs we showed.
For example, the knob can be replaced by a rack for implementing
buttons. Moreover, mechanisms that change one surface of the
corner refector can be extended to more surfaces, enabling a wider
range of fexible designs.

5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Hardware
We built a proof-of-concept system around Infneon POSITION2GO
FMCW radar operating at 24GHz [4]. At this frequency, the wavelength of the millimeter wave is around 1.25cm, which is capable
of detecting objects with comparable sizes. Take the Infneon radar
as an example, it can detect objects with RCS = 1m2 at a distance
of 60cm-15m according the datasheet, and can detect even smaller
objects at close range in practice. FMCW radar with higher frequencies can also be used for better sensitivity. The radar sensor
features one transmitter (TX) and two receivers (RX). With a quadrature mixer and complex-baseband architecture implementation,
the module streamed complex (I/Q) data samples output over the
USB serial to a laptop for further processing.

5.2

Signal Processing

We built a signal processing pipeline to estimate the RCS of corner
refector controllers by monitoring the magnitude of RF refection.
According to electromagnetic feld theory, RCS is proportional to
received power assuming a constant distance and antenna gain [31].
In the radar system, the received spectral power can be inferred by
the magnitude of beat signals. Therefore, we frst apply FFT on the
beat signal to obtain the range spectrum. To locate the controllers,
we search peaks within a region of interest (ROI), which is acquired
through user calibration. Finally, we calculate mean FFT magnitude
as the indicator of RCS for further computation.
To detect discrete states of controllers (i.e., button, switch), we
frst record the RCS of these controllers at all states during the
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calibration process, and set thresholds with mean values between
states. For continuous controllers (i.e., slider, knob), we train a
polynomial regression model to map RCS to a continuous output
(i.e., percentage) after a similar calibration process. Our current
system relies on user calibration when the controllers are frst set
up. However, we expect an automated process which eliminates
calibration in future work.
We found that user movements can interfere with our sensing. To
mitigate this interference, we compute 2D-FFT to generate a rangedoppler map, with which we threshold the mean velocity. Since
user movements yield high velocity as opposed to the nearly static
state changes of controllers, we suspend our detection pipeline
once the velocity value is higher than the threshold to avoid false
positives.

5.3

Preliminary Evaluation

To investigate the performance of CubeSense, we ran a preliminary
evaluation in an indoor environment simulating a living room
setting. Particularly, we focused on three factors: distance, azimuth
angle and occlusion. For each factor, we frst calibrated our system,
and then collected multiple rounds of detection results. Detailed
procedures and results are shown as follows (Figure 5).
Distance We tested distances of 1m, 2m, and 3m between the
controller and the radar sensor. The incident RF rays have 0° angle
of incidence to the controller. For controllers that can be confgured
continuously, we defned fve states (i.e., 0% to 100% with a 25%
interval). On average, we achieved an accuracy of 82.2% across all
distances and all types of controllers. The accuracy decreases with
distance (i.e., 88.3% at 1m, 81.7% at 2m, and 76.7% at 3m), due to the
path loss of the received power.
Azimuth angle We placed the controller in a range of horizontal
azimuth angles (-30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30°) at a fxed 2.5m distance to the
radar sensor. The rest of the procedure was the same as the one in
the distance evaluation. The average detection accuracy across all
azimuth angles is 82%. We see little variance on accuracy across
azimuth angles (i.e., 2% at 0°, 4.7% at ±15°, and 0.3% at ±30°).
Occlusion Finally, we tested the performance of our system in
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. The radar and the controller
were placed 1.5 meters apart, separated by a set of common everyday
materials sequentially. These common materials included cotton
fabric, plastic foam, and rubber which measured 5, 10, and 15mm
thicknesses. The result indicates an average accuracy of 86.7%,
83.3%, and 81.6% across all controllers, which demonstrated a certain
level of NLOS sensing capability of CubeSense.

6

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

CubeSense stands out among conventional interactive controllers
for its fexible deployment, negligible maintenance, and low cost.
Here we propose several examples applications that highlight these
advantages of CubeSense. First, controls in physical environments
such as light switches are generally fxed to a certain height on walls,
which brings difculty to children, seniors, and people with motor
impairments. In response, building managers or facility owners can
leverage CubeSense, to provide accessible controls. It is also possible
to use CubeSense to interact with RF-enabled IoT appliances such
as smart thermometers, speakers, and TV. Finally, CubeSense may
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(a) Distance
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(b) Azimuth angle

(c) Occlusion

Figure 5: Detection accuracies across three factors.
be used in a wider range of controls at public places such as pull
cords on buses, caregiver pager, restaurant table call systems, and
beyond.

7

LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

First, CubeSense requires user calibration by manually defning
ROI and adjusting the threshold to determine controller states.
If controllers are moved or if the environment confguration is
changed, users will have to recalibrate the system. We plan to
eliminate this labor by improving our sensing approach with higher
spatial resolutions and a dynamic thresholding to automatically
locate controllers in environments and recognize their states.
Another limitation is around the line-of-sight detection. Although our evaluation results demonstrate preliminary sensing
capabilities under occlusions, CubeSense cannot sense through
thick conductive materials such as walls mostly because of our high
operation frequency (i.e., 24GHz). To address this limitation in the
future, we plan to leverage radar sensing with multiple frequencies.
Finally, it is possible to miniaturize our controllers with better
fabrications that yield smoother surfaces and by leveraging multiple materials including ones that absorb RF waves. In addition,
future work will aim for better human-machine ergonomics with
mechanical designs tailored to real-world applications.

8

CONCLUSION

We present CubeSense, a low-cost, wireless, and battery-free sensing system that enables ubiquitous interactivity in a tangible manner. By leveraging the retro-refectivity of corner refectors, we
create several proof-of-concept controllers which encode user interactions into their RCS for remote detection by radars. These
controllers are made of only plastics and metal flms which can be
extremely low-cost. The battery-free and component-free nature of
these controllers signifcantly lowers the need for user maintenance.
We conducted a series of simulations and preliminary evaluations
to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach. Overall, CubeSense
introduces a promising direction for future IoT, smart environments,
and ubiquitous computing applications.
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